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ABSTRACT

The importance of smart card based two factor authentication can be gauged by the fact that many schemes have been proposed so far yet none of them used a systematic framework to critically analyze themselves to prove them practical and use worthy. This research however accomplishes exactly this by showing how using a criteria set can aid in highlighting the underlying hidden weaknesses in the design of the proposed schemes and what can be done to improve them by incorporating security features from the initial development stages of the protocols. This would also ensure only meaningful contribution in developing stronger schemes. Our research also lays the foundation stone by assessing the latest scheme proposed by Xie et al. and suggesting improvements in it. And finally, a novel scheme rating mechanism has been introduced to rate schemes thus helping in determining the actual goodness of the schemes and facilitating top managements of corporate sectors to make informed decisions.
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1. Introduction

Authentication using a password is extensively used as an access control mechanism in order to limit access to resources to authorized users only. Authorized users present the password registered against their user id, to the authentication server which stores a password verifier table. Password is verified and the users are given access. This mechanism can be seen in the schemes of Abdalla et al. (2015) and Wu (1998). This mechanism is very popular due to being very cost effective and scalable Bonneau et al. (2012). However, if this password verifier table, stored in the server, is leaked, the whole system collapses. One of the many examples of such incidents are the breach of all user accounts (3 Billion) of Yahoo (http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/03/technology/business/yahoo-breach-3-billion-accounts/index.html, 2019) in August 2013. Others include Gmail (4.9 Million) (https://www.scmagazine.com/report-dark-web-vendor-selling-millions-of-gmail-and-yahoo-accounts/article/645174/, 2019), Anthem (80 Million) (https://duo.com/blog/four-years-later-anthem-breached-again-hackers-stole-employee-credentials, 2019) to name a few. The system will also collapse if the user accidently shares the password with an attacker. This can be achieved using social engineering attacks, phishing to name a few methods. Users may also write down the password on a piece of paper if the system requires the password to be very complex and long, even worse if issued by the system itself because humans have inherently a weak memory. One would argue that may be passwords stored in hashed format may help but as Gosney (2012) showed that a rig of 25 GPU’s can check up to 350 billion passwords per second in an offline dictionary attack against the hash functions. To counter the password leakage issue, different mechanisms have been proposed which include user related information and password being spread over multiple servers and the compromise of multiple servers is required to complete the hack (Camenisch et al., 2015) but they fail to deal with user end password leakages due to social engineering and phishing attacks as mentioned above. Leakage resilient password systems (Weinshall, 2006) have been put forward which...
require an indirect keying in of the password by the user which is very unfriendly.

The introduction of smart card as the second factor of authentication along with the first factor being a password was first put forth twenty-seven years ago (Chang and Wu, 1991) and has been widely used in applications requiring enhanced security like online banking, online trading etc. In this setting, a user registers himself to the server with user selected username and password. A smart card is issued by the server for the user in a secure manner. The smart card contains some security parameters. Now the user will use both his password and smart card for further authentication with the server. A generic smart card based two factor authentication is shown in the block (flow) diagram Fig. 1.

Many smart card based password authentication schemes were proposed one after the other e.g. Xu et al. (2009), Sood et al. (2010), Chen et al. (2012), Xie et al. (2016). The authors would propose a scheme which boasts to support certain useful security properties but shortly after the schemes are proven to be insecure or vulnerable and are further improved and this cycle would go on and on.

Rest of the paper is organized as following. Section 2 discusses about the motivation for this research. Section 3 details our contribution and finally Section 4 details the conclusion, recommendations and future work.

2. Motivation

While so many different schemes were being proposed one after another and the same schemes were being “improved” and then broken again and improved again and this cycle continued, the logical and natural need arose of which was to have the proposed scheme fulfill a certain criteria set of requirements. Hence, different set of objectives, or design goals or criteria were proposed most notably some of which were Yang et al. (2008), Wang et al. (2011), Liao et al. (2006), Tsai et al. (2006). Madhusudhan and Mittal (2012) criteria set was a good refinement of the above mentioned criteria sets which showed that the previously proposed two factor authentication schemes are not supreme and they have their positive and negative aspects.

Wang et al. (2015) explores the Madhusudhan et al. criteria set and the interconnections between criteria points and highlights that while designing anonymous two factor authentication schemes, there are some intrinsic clashes and inevitable compromises that have to be taken care of leading to which he concludes that it is not possible to build an ultimate or ideal two factor authentication protocol. Wang et al. (2015) has tried to highlight that if the inevitable compromises are made (but they should be acceptable also) and inbuilt clashes are resolved in the criteria proposed for two factor authentication schemes, only then it would be possible to understand how such schemes can be built which will support important features like being secure, practical and taking care of user privacy. Also, Wang et al. (2015) concludes that “security-usability” tension as presented in his paper suggests that there does not exist a smart card based password authentication protocol with local password update which is secure as well thus answering the open question left by Huang.

Wang et al. (2015) mentions that there are two other factors besides evaluation criteria that are going to help in designing better smart card based anonymous two factor authentication schemes and they are system architecture and adversarial model. Among tens of hundreds of schemes proposed only a handful of schemes some which are Yang et al. (2008), Wang (2012) and Wang and Wang (2014) outline the above mentioned three factors. Wang et al. (2015) also introduces a novel solution for secure password change in smart card based password two factor authentication schemes known as “Fuzzy Verifier”. Its effectiveness has also been proven by Wang and Wang (2016) as well on his website by performing a series of tests on password database.

Wang and Wang (2016) also proposed a set of 12 criteria points which should be satisfied by a two factor authentication scheme based on earlier proposed criteria sets namely Wang et al. (2015), Yang et al. (2008) and Madhusudhan et al., some earlier obtained conclusions Wang et al. (2015), Wang and Wang (2014), Wang et al. (2016) and criteria refinement methodology Bonneau et al. In order to have a better understanding of how the criteria sets evolved over the years, we have compiled a table comparing different criteria sets with the one used in this research. This will also show the strength and comprehensive nature of the criteria set used for benchmarking schemes in this research. The table is shown below Table 1.

Wang and Wang (2016) along with proposing comprehensive criteria also proposed a harshest and realistic adversary model as well as takes care of the system architecture. Wang and Wang (2016) also proposes a two factor authentication scheme that satisfies the strict 12 criteria framework.

Since now a comprehensive criteria set is at hand along with schemes that have not been checked against the proposed criteria, it is imperative to use the proposed framework to critically analyze previously unchecked schemes for possible weaknesses, practicality and usability.

Also, there is no scheme rating mechanism proposed so far.

3. Our contribution

In this research, we have done the following three contributions
Firstly, we have critically analyzed Xie et al. (2017) scheme in detail using Wang and Wang (2016) 12-point criterion set and dug out weaknesses and suggested improvements.
In a similar fashion, we critically analyzed some previously proposed schemes
Finally, we proposed a scheme rating mechanism

3.1. Review of Xie et al. (2017) scheme

Before critically analyzing Xie’s et al. scheme, it is important to first understand his scheme. It is essentially a dynamic ID based or anonymous two factor authentication key exchange protocol. By Dynamic ID based or anonymous, it means that the identity of
the user is not the actual identity rather a pseudo identity which the user picks himself or herself and sends it to the server. It may or may not change in every session but it will not be the user's real identity.

Now as Xie et al. mentions in his paper some specifications for his scheme which are as below:

- Scheme is based on elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC)
- \( p \) is a large prime number
- \( E_p \) is a \( p \)-order elliptic curve group defined over \( GF(q) \) where \( q \) is a prime or in binary space \( 2^p \)
- \( G \) is the generator of the group \( E_p \)
- \( E_x \) and \( D_x \) is symmetric encryption and decryption under key \( k \) of a remote server \( S \)
- \( x \) is a long term secret key of \( S \)
- \( SC \) stands for Smart Card
- \( PW \) represents the user's password
- \( SK \) is Session Key
- \( h1() \) is a cryptographic hash function which maps to \( p \)-order cyclic group of integers \( Z_p \)
- \( h2() \) and \( h2() \) are cryptographic hash functions that map to 256 bit strings

There are four Phases of Xie’s et al. Scheme which are user registration, login and authentication, password change and smart card revocation. The phases are briefly explained below:

In the first step of user registration, a user \( U \) can randomly choose a pseudo identity \( ID_u \) and then send to the server \( S \) using a secure channel.

Then the server \( S \) randomly picks its pseudo identity namely \( ID_s \), a smart card identifier namely \( CI \), a randomly selected nonce \( N_0 \) which is for the particular user \( U \). Then the server computes the ID by concatenating \( ID_u, ID_s \) and \( CI \)

\[
ID = ID_u||ID_s||CI
\]

Then DID is computed by first concatenating \( ID \) and \( N_0 \), then encrypting the result with server’s long term secret key \( x \) as shown below as well

\[
DID = E_x(ID||N_0)
\]

Then \( V_0 \) is calculated by concatenating \( ID \) and long term secret key \( x \) of server and then hashing the result to get a big number \( V_0 \) in \( Z_p \) domain as shown below

\[
V_0 = h_1(ID||x)
\]

Then the server \( S \) writes the \( DID \) and \( V_0 \) in Smart Card and now the Smart Card is ready to be sent to user via a secure channel. The server \( S \) stores the concatenated id \( ID \), Card Identifier \( CI \) and a counter namely \( CTR_C \) in its registration table. The counter is used by the server to track the failed authentication attempts by the user with his id \( ID_u \) and the particular card identifier \( CI \) selected by the server for this user. The value of this counter is set to Zero initially. The parameter \( n \) is the threshold value used to detect online dictionary attacks. \( CTR_S \) and \( CTR_C \) should always be less than the value \( n \) where \( CTR_C \) is the counter parameter in smart card used to count the failed attempts by the server to authenticate itself to the user.

Next, when the smart card is received by the user, he will insert the smart card in the smart card reader and will choose a password \( PW \). The parameter \( V \) is calculated in the following way

\[
V = V_0 \oplus h_1(PW)
\]

The XOR done is bit wise XOR. The cryptographic hash function \( h1() \) as stated earlier will output a large number in \( Z_p \) domain. This calculated \( V \) replaces the already stored \( V_0 \) in the smart card. At this point \( CTR_C \) is also stored in Smart Card and now the updated parameters in the smart card are \( V, DID, CTR_C \) and threshold parameter \( n \). Now the user is ready to do login and authentication attempts.

In the login and authentication phase, the user \( U \) inserts the smart card in to the smart card reader and enters the pseudo identity \( ID_u \) and \( PW \). First the value of \( CTR_C \) is checked which should be less then \( n \) in order for the protocol to proceed. If yes, the smart card randomly selects a nonce \( r \) in \( Z_p \) domain and computes

\[
e = r * G
\]

\[
V_0 = V \oplus h_1(PW)
\]

Which will equal to \( V = h_1(ID||x) \) because if we put the value of \( V \) in the above equation it will become...
Now replacing $V_0$ with $h_1(ID|x)$ since its stored in smart card
$V_0 = h_1(ID|x)$

Also computed is
$V_1 = e + h_1(V_0[|ID_u||T_1]) + G$

where $T_1$ is the current timestamp

In the calculation of $e$ we note that the generator of the elliptic group $G$ is multiplied with random value $r$. This is basically adding the generator $G$, $r$ times which essentially shifting the point $G$ on elliptic curve, $r$ times on the elliptic curve. In elliptic curve cryptography, this is essentially this is known as ECC discrete logarithm or ECC DH computation because finding $e$ by guessing $r$ is impossible.

Now Smart Card sends $V_1$, $IDu$ and $T_1$ to the server, otherwise the protocol aborts (when the $CTR_C$ less then $n$ check fails)

When the server receives the parameters, it checks the freshness of timestamp $T_1$. If it is within the threshold (which is predefined) then only the following steps are done which are

1. Decryption of $DID$ in order to extract $ID$
2. This would reveal $ID_u$, $DID_u$, $CI$ (which are checked for validity) and $N_0$. If they are found to be invalid, $S$ terminates the protocol else it continues as below
3. Then $CTR$, $v_r$ value is checked which should be less than $n$ which if not less than $n$, the protocol is terminated otherwise the protocol continues as below

Now $e$ is calculated at server end in the following way
$e = V_1 - h_1(V_0[|ID_u||T_1]) + G$

Putting the value of $V_1$ in the above equation will give us
$e = e + h_1(V_0[|ID_u||T_1]) + G - h_1(V_0[|ID_u||T_1]) + G$

Since $e$ is obtained it is used to calculate $c$
$c = u + e$

where $u$ is randomly picked nonce. Then $d$ is calculated using $u$ as below
$d = u + G$

Then $NID$, $V_2$ and $V_3$ are calculated as below
$NID = E_x(ID||N_1)$

$V_2 = h_2(c) \oplus NID$

$V_3 = h_2(NID||c||T_2)$

Now Server sends $V_2$, $V_3$, $d$ and $T_2$ (current timestamp) to smart card. In case, the server receives another request messages $(V_1', DID, T_1')$ with the same $DID$ at $T_1'$ but didn't receive $V_4$ which had to be related to $(V_1', DID, T_1)$, the server increments the counter $CTR_v$ by 1 and the protocol aborts.

Now when the smart card receives the parameters $V_2$, $V_3$, $d$ and $T_2$, the first of the checks which is performed is whether $T_2$ is within the pre-defined threshold or not. If it is within the threshold, then the protocol continues otherwise the protocol aborts. The protocol continues by calculating
$c = r + d$

Since $d = u + G$ so $c$ becomes
$c = r + u + G$

$NID = V_2 \oplus h_2(c)$

Now here it is checked whether $V_3 = h_2(NID||c||T_2)$ or not. This will authenticate the server $S$. If the check is true, the smart card calculates
$V_4 = h_2(V_1||c)$

$SK = h_2(c||d||e)$

Stored $DID$ in smart card is replaced by $NID$
Send $V_4$ to server

If the check of $V_4$ fails, $CTR$ is incremented by 1 and the protocol is terminated.

When the server receives $V_4$, it calculates $V_4$ which should be equal to the received $V_4$ as it will authenticate the user. $V_4$ is calculated as below
$V_4 = h_2(V_1||c)$

Then $SK$ is calculated as below
$SK = h_2(c||d||e)$

If the check of $V_4$ fails, the $CTR_v$ is incremented by 1 and the protocol aborts.

For change of password, the user has to enter the current password $PW$ and has to go through the complete authentication phase with the server. Once authenticated, then the user enters the new password $PW'$. The Smart Card will compute the following

$W\prime = V \oplus h_1(PW) \oplus h_1(PW')$

It will equal to
$W\prime = V \oplus h_1(PW) \oplus h_1(PW')$

Since $V_0 = h_1(|x|)$ so
$W\prime = h_1(ID||x) \oplus h_1(PW')$

Then $V$ is replaced by $W\prime$ in the smart card.

In case of smart card revocation, which may be required if the user’s smart card is stolen or lost, the user can request a new smart card to server who will issue a new smart card after verifying the user’s current pseudo identity $ID$. The server generates the new smart card identifier $CI'$, a nonce $N_0$, computing $ID$, $DID$ and $V_0$ as below

$ID = ID_u||DID_u||CI'$

$DID = E_x(ID||N_0)$

$V_0 = h_1(ID||x)$

$DID$ and $V_0$ are stored in smart card and then the smart card is sent to user via a secure channel. The server stores new $ID$, $CI'$ and $CTR_v$ in registration table (so we can see that smart card revocation process is same as a normal registration phase). $CTR_v$ is set to zero.

3.2. Critical analysis of Xie et al. (2017) scheme

Below is the critical analysis of Xie et al. scheme in the light of Wang and Wang (2016) criteria set.

3.2.1. No password verifier table

In Xie’s et al. scheme, it is noted that when the user enters his password for logging in during authentication phase, the parameters which are calculated in the smart card are $V_0$ and $V_1$ and ‘e’. $V_0$ is computed by XORing $V$ and hash of user password which results in the hash value of concatenated $ID$ and server’s long term secret key ‘x’. Note that the effect of hash of user password is removed because $V$ is computed by XORing concatenated $ID$ and server’s long term key ‘x’ with hash of user registered or current
password. $V_1$ is computed by XORing $e$ with hash of concatenated parameters namely $V_0$ (just computed), user ID and current timestamps multiplied with $G$ which is the generator of the $p$-order elliptic curve group $G$. This $V_1$, along with encrypted concatenated ID and $N_b$ (chosen by server for this user during registration phase) with server’s long term secret key ‘$x’$ along with current timestamp are sent by Smart Card to server for verification. Concatenated idID is actually concatenation string of user id IDu, server id IDs and smart card identifier CI. Now we can see that the user does not send a password for his verification neither a derived value of user password so we conclude that Xie’s et al. scheme does meet Wang’s et al. first criterion.

### 3.2.2. Password Friendly

Xie’s et al. scheme does not furnish password to the user which means that the user can choose the password of his own liking and which will be memorable for him. Also after the critical analysis of Xie’s et al. scheme, it is noted that his scheme does not support local password change rather it involves the interaction with server. Also, it asks the user to enter the new password twice. The user first has to authenticate him or herself with the server using a normal authentication and logging in procedure and then the user can initiate the password change. The author has cited the reasons for interacting with server and he says that

In order to update the password locally without the interaction with server, a password authenticator has to be stored in the smart card which if leaked can lead the attacker to launch an offline password guessing attack.

A user may accidently enter an unintended password during the password change phase and update the smart card with an unknown password thus making the smart card unusable for future use.

First we tackle the second point. The said possibility can simply be taken care of if the scheme supporting local password update, asks the user to enter the password twice.

Now we come to the first point. Wang and Wang (2016) and Wang et al. (2014) has showed that offline password guessing attack can be taken care of if a scheme supports local password update by using a parameter called “fuzzy verifier” effectiveness of which has been shown by Wang and Wang (2016) in his paper. So we show here that Xie’s et al. scheme does not meet the criterion of local password update. The reason cited by the author does not stand valid if fuzzy verifier is used as shown by Wang and Wang (2016) in his paper. Xie’s et al. scheme can be thus improved after the inclusion of fuzzy verifier. Also, the criteria framework shows its effectiveness by not only highlighting weaknesses in the proposed scheme but also suggests ways to improve the proposed scheme.

### 3.2.3. No password Exposure

In Xie’s et al. scheme it was found that even if the administrator of the server has complete administrator rights, still he or she cannot derive the passwords because user passwords are not sent rather hashed value of concatenated ID and server’s long term secret key and other derived parameters are sent to the server for authentication. Consequently, at the server side, parameters are calculated which if matched for example parameter e, ensures the correctness of password upon which further new parameters are calculated on the server side based upon e. So Xie’s et al. scheme does meet the criterion of no password exposure.

### 3.2.4. No smart card Loss attack

In Xie’s et al. scheme, it is noted that his scheme is not prone to smart card loss attack. Because let’s assume that

The owner of the smart card has lost his or her smart card somewhere or the smart card has been stolen. The smart card has been compromised and not yet revoked by user from backend.

The adversary has been able to extract the stored information from the smart card and has obtained DID and $V$.

The adversary has recorded all the sent and received messages in the protocol execution.

The user has been social engineered in to revealing his user id IDu.

Now for the following equation to satisfy the adversary has to guess the password

$$V_0 = V \oplus h_1(PW)$$

So the adversary launches and offline password guessing attack. Note here that the adversary also has to calculate the parameter $e$ which is computed once $V_0$ is computed. The equation for parameter $e$ is

$$e = V_1 - (h_1(V_0||ID_u||T_1))G$$

Now when $e$ is calculated, the attacker still has to calculate $c$ and $d$. If the adversary is able to break Diffie-Hellman and calculate $c$ and $d$ after which the attacker can calculate $V_1$. But, breaking Diffie-Hellman is not possible so the scheme is not prone to Smart Card Loss Attack and offline password guessing attack. Another Scenario in the smart card loss attack could be that the adversary tries to use a revoked smart card. In that case, the identity of the revoked smart card has already been replaced by the identity of the updated smart card issued to user and when the revoked smart card is attempted to be used for authentication, it would be detected during authentication phase and thus the adversary would not be able to successfully pass through the authentication phase. So Xie’s et al. scheme is not prone to Smart Card Loss Attack and thus it does meet the criterion.

### 3.2.5. Resistance to known attacks

As shown in the previous section, Xie’s et al. scheme is not prone to offline password guessing attack due to intractability of computation of Diffie-Hellman problem.

The scheme is using timestamps ($T_1$ and $T_2$) in order to ward off replay attacks. Also nonces ($r$, $u$) are being used as well. Timestamps would be helpful in checking the freshness of the received messages as any delayed messages which may be due to the adversary replaying the messages will be discarded when not received within a pre-defined threshold to time. Also, in case the adversary is strong enough to replay the messages within the stipulated time period, he would still not be able to compute the parameters $c$, $d$, $e$ due to not being able to know the nonces used which are $r$ and $u$ of which $r$ is randomly picked over a large $Z_p$ and $u$ being randomly chosen and also due to impossibility of solving the Diffie-Hellman problem.

Since the basic premise of any form of parallel session attack is that the adversary replays the captured messages from one session to other parallel sessions, none of the form of parallel session attack would be successful in Xie’s et al. scheme and the reason is even if the intruder replays the parameters of one session e.g. $V_1$, $DID$, $T_1$, the calculation of parameters based on nonces randomly selected by both client and server would not match with the what is calculated on the basis of parameters replayed by the attacker which were randomly chosen earlier by client and server.

Xie’s et al. scheme does not maintain any pseudo identity of the user from the current protocol run to be used in the following protocol run rather the user after choosing its pseudo identity sends it to the server via a secure channel and the server calculates a concatenated ID based on the concatenation of its own id i.e. $ID_s$, user id sent by user to server which is IDu and $N_b$ chosen by the server for this particular user. This is then encrypted with the server long
term secret key \( x \) to calculate \( \text{DID} \) which is then stored in Smart Card and sent to user and which will be used for the future protocol runs until the user decides to change his identity for any reason. So this scheme is not prone to de-synchronization attack.

Since Xie’s et al. scheme is supports the feature of no password table, the risk of this attack is mitigated.

As mentioned earlier in replay attack, due to the intractability of DH problem, even if the attacker replays the captured messages, he or she still would not be successful in the impersonation attack.

Since in Xie’s et al. scheme the client and server authenticate each other i.e. the scheme supports mutual authentication as shown below in the upcoming section, so unknown key share attack is not possible on Xie’s et al. scheme.

Xie’s et al. scheme basically depends on the nonces \((r, u)\) that are chosen independently for each and every session and does not have any link to past or future sessions. These nonces are then used to calculate \( c, d, \) and \( e \) which are then used to calculate session keys. Also the nonces are not transmitted during the protocol run so the cannot be recovered from the captured messages trivially. So the adversary cannot calculate the session keys and consequently the key cannot be breached which is why the scheme is not prone to Known Key Attack. So Xie’s et al. scheme is not prone to known attacks and thus it does meet the criterion.

### 3.2.6. Sound Repairability

In the Xie’s et al. scheme it is found that the user would not have to change the identity in case the smart card is lost because if that happens, the user would just request a new smart card from the server and the server after checking the ID of the user \( ID_{user} \) would issue him or her the new smart card. The server will generate a new Smart Card identifier which will lead to new concatenated \( \text{ID} \) not the user ID as it remains the same because of the new Card identifier being used in the concatenated ID calculation. All the remaining calculation would remain the same. The process of issuing new smart card is exactly the same as when the user registrars for the very first time. So Xie’s et al. scheme does meet the criterion of sound repairability.

### 3.2.7. Provision of key agreement

After the critical analysis of the scheme, it is found that a mutual session key is agree upon between the server and the client in order to secure the communication. So Xie’s et al. scheme does meet the criterion of provision of key agreement.

### 3.2.8. No clock synchronization

After the critical analysis of Xie’s et al. scheme it is found that timestamps are being used to check freshness of the messages. If a message does not arrive within a defined threshold, it is discarded and the protocol is terminated. This is done to ward off replay attacks. However, an important point to note here is that what if a legitimate message arrives late due to non-synchronicity between clocks for smart cards and the server, still the legitimate user messages will be discarded and protocol will be terminated and the legitimate user would not be able to login. This shows that clock synchronicity is a must in order for the scheme to work. This is clearly against the criterion proposed which requires the scheme to be free from the clock synchronicity requirement. However, there is big catch here. While the scheme indeed fails to meet the proposed criterion, it can be made to work even if we remove the timestamp from the scheme i.e. replay attacks can still be warded off without using timestamps. It is because the scheme makes intelligent and extensive use of nonces. Even if the attacker intercepts the messages and replays them, he would still have to calculate the nonces which is not possible. Thus we show here that the scheme does not meet the criterion of no clock synchronization. It is recommended that the scheme be modified to make it satisfy the criterion thus improving the scheme, making it computationally and cost effective at the same time. This can be achieved by removing the timestamp check from the protocol. This also goes to show how robust the proposed criteria set is and how effective is it in improving the proposed schemes.

### 3.2.9. Timely typo detection

In Xie’s et al. scheme, it is noted that the scheme does not support timely typo detection rather the incorrect credentials are sent to the server and it is until the last step of session key computation that the user is actually authenticated or not and thus the session key is either calculated or not. So, we can conclude that Xie’s et al. scheme does not verify user credentials within the smart card and so it does not meet the criterion of Timely Typo Detection. It is recommended that the scheme author should utilize the fuzzy verifier solution to meet this criterion.

### 3.2.10. Mutual authentication

After the critical analysis of Xie’s et al. scheme, it is noted that the scheme does authenticate both server and the client or user. The calculation of parameters \( V_3 \) and \( V_4 \) are used for this purpose. \( V_3 \) is used for server authentication and \( V_4 \) is used for client authentication. So we conclude that the proposed scheme does meet the proposed criterion of mutual authentication.

### 3.2.11. User anonymity

After the critical analysis of Xie’s et al. scheme, it is found out that for the adversary to find out the user identity which can be either \( ID_u \) or \( \text{DID} \) or both. For \( ID_u \) or \( \text{DID} \), the adversary needs to know the password of the user. Along with the password of the user, the adversary has to find out the long term secret key \( x \). Even if we assume that the adversary finds out the two secret parameters, yet the adversary has to solve the Diffie – Hellman problem to find the value of \( c \) to get to the identities. It is to be noted that each session is different from the other session due to the calculation of the session key \( SK \) based on the random nonces like \( N_i, r \) and \( u \). So apart from user anonymity, the scheme also provides user intractability. So we conclude that the proposed scheme does meet the criterion of user anonymity.

### 3.2.12. Forward secrecy

As mentioned in the previous criterion, temporary session keys are being used for encryption of messages in each session. These session keys are being calculated using randomized nonces \( r \) and \( u \) and Diffie-Hellman technique. Even if the server’s long term secret key is leaked, it would be extremely difficult for the adversary to solve Diffie-Hellman problem. Even if we assume that the adversary solves the Diffie–Hellman problem, then that would enable him to decrypt only this session keys, and for the next session, the adversary has to make the effort again from scratch to solve Diffie-Hellman problem for the next session so we conclude that the proposed scheme does provide Forward Secrecy.

### 3.3. Critical analysis of other previously proposed schemes

Below are the summarized results after critical analysis of other schemes using Wang’s criteria set for the sake of brevity Table 2.

### 3.4. Ranking of schemes

Here we propose a novel scheme ranking mechanism which is going to rank smart card based two factor authentication schemes, Journal of King Saud University – Computer and Information Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.01.015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No verifier table</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password friendly</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No password exposure</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No smart card loss problem</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to known attacks</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Repairability</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of key agreement</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No clock synchronization</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely typo detection</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual authentication</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User anonymity</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward secrecy</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Meet</td>
<td>Does Not Meet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Understand and calculate and would help in choosing the scheme more accurately.

The rationale behind putting forth a scheme ranking mechanism is that, if we are to ask as to which scheme is good then the most obvious answer would be the scheme satisfying all the twelve (12) criterions, which is indeed true in the ideal world but the not in the real world. Because, what if there are two schemes, one of which satisfies all the twelve criterions and the other scheme satisfies eleven criterions yet provide the same level of security? So it means that not all the criterions are of the same importance or type. If we look a little deeper, there are some criterions which are related to providing security while the other are responsible for a pleasant user experience and some both (subject to the design of the scheme). This indicates that we may have schemes that may not satisfy all the criterions yet are practical to use.

If we were able to associate a number or a rank to a scheme based on the goodness of schemes, then that would be very helpful. This would be especially useful for the top management in the company (which are mostly non-technical) during decision making as to which scheme is to be selected considering the cost, delivery timelines etc. To find out how the number can be given to a scheme, we have to come up with a scheme ranking mechanism that would truly communicate the real goodness and effectiveness of the scheme yet easy to calculate and understand.

By going through the Wang’s criteria set and our earlier explanation of each of the criterion, we can break down the criteria set into three major categories which are as shown below in Table 3.

Now we can see from the above table that all the criterions in the “Must Have” category are related to providing robust security. While on the other extreme the “May or May Not Have” category is purely dealing with user experience. The “Nice to Have” category has one criterion related to user experience which is sound repairability while the other is related to security. As mentioned earlier, clock synchronization is expensive to achieve and with the use of nonces in the scheme this can be achieved with relative ease and less cost. Since we are done with the categorization, we move towards the ranking of schemes. Now assigning equal weightage to each criterion is obviously counter intuitive since they are not of equal importance. So here we purpose the following weightage to each category and each criterion as below Table 4.

As can be understood from the above table that if we were to calculate how good a scheme is, we can use the weightages mentioned above and calculate the goodness of scheme. For example, if a scheme satisfies all the “Must Have” criterion and none of the remaining then the scheme scores 90%. If the scheme satisfies the first two categories, the score of the scheme would be 99% and so on. Since, the nine criterion of the first category are a must have so any scheme which is to be used for practical purposes should at least score 90%. An important point here is that if the scheme can achieve 90% without fulfilling one criterion from the first category still the scheme is not safe enough for practical implementation so we note here that scheme should score 90% or more including satisfying all the criterion of the first category. Thus we have developed a minimum threshold value with a condition which is shown in the below mentioned equation.

\[
\text{SEI} \geq 90\% \text{if all category criterions are satisfied}
\]

Where SEI as we put forward the term for criterion satisfaction threshold stands for “Scheme Effectiveness Index” for smart card based two factor authentication schemes only. So now we can use SEI to actually plot a graph using the schemes analyzed by us. The graph is shown below Fig. 2.

Similarly, we can also plot SEI values of other schemes proposed over the years.

Below shown graph is depicting the average SEI value of schemes proposed over the years Fig. 3.

So we can see from the above graph that our proposed effectiveness index shows that over the period of 16 years the schemes,
average value of SEI is showing an upwards trend which essentially means that proposed schemes are becoming more and more safer and compliant to the 12 criteria framework Fig. 4.

4. Conclusions, recommendations

So we have critically analyzed 6 recently proposed schemes using Wang's framework of 12 criterions and shown what are the weaknesses in those schemes. Furthermore, it is also established that Wang’s proposed framework is indeed very comprehensive and well thought out to be used to critically analyze any further schemes that will be proposed in future. We also showed how one of the schemes namely Xie's et al. can be improved.

It is recommended to use Wang’s proposed framework to critically analyze any smart card based two factor authentication schemes for single server environment only.

5. Future work

The future work includes the making of a criteria that can be used to critically analyze smart card based two factor authentication schemes proposed for multi-server environments since Wang’s proposed criteria set is for schemes proposed for single server environments in which there is only one remote server and one control server however despite the increase in computational power and decrease in memory cost, yet it is important to cater multiple remote and control servers for redundancy and security purposes. Further, the users and servers would also somehow need to be aware of which user and server to contact for the protocol to work.
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